ABSTRACT
Approximate computing is an emerging energy-efficient paradigm for error-resilient applications. Approximate logic synthesis (ALS) is an important field of it. To improve the existing ALS flows, one key issue is to derive a more accurate and efficient batch error estimation technique for all approximate transformations under consideration. In this work, we propose a novel batch error estimation method based on Monte Carlo simulation and local change propagation. It is generally applicable to any statistical error measurement such as error rate and average error magnitude. We applied the technique to an existing state-of-the-art ALS approach and demonstrated its effectiveness in deriving better approximate circuits.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Energy efficiency has become a major concern for designing VLSI circuits as transistor size goes into nano-scale [1]. Meanwhile, many applications used today, such as machine learning, artificial intelligence, and multimedia, are inherently error-resilient. Given these trends, approximate computing [2] was proposed as a novel energy-efficient design paradigm for these error-resilient applications. It trades off accuracy for area, delay, and power consumption of circuits. Many research works [3] have demonstrated its capability to significantly improve the final circuit quality under a small amount of computation error.

There are two main research fields in approximate circuit design: manual design and automatic synthesis. The former manually designs approximate circuits such as adders [4] and multipliers [5]. The latter designs algorithms to synthesize a good approximate version for an arbitrarily given circuit. It involves approximate high-level synthesis [6, 7] and approximate logic synthesis (ALS). In ALS, many studies focused on synthesizing multi-level circuits [8–17], due to their wide use.

Given the large design space of an approximate circuit, many multi-level ALS methods [8–14] are based on iteratively applying the best local approximate transformations (ATs). We call them greedy iterative ALS flow. In each iteration of such a flow, all valid local ATs are identified. Then, the quality (such as area, delay, or power consumption) improvement and the induced error, such as error rate (ER) or average error magnitude (AEM), of each AT are evaluated. The one with the largest score, which is typically calculated as the ratio of the quality improvement over the error, is then selected and applied. In this case, an accurate error estimation is important. If the error is not estimated very accurately, the greedy approach may choose a worse local transformation, which could lead to a worse final approximate design. Furthermore, a wrong error estimation may reduce the number of iterations and hence, the final quality, because it may select transformations with larger errors and consume the allowed error margin more quickly.

A motivating example is shown in Fig. 1. It shows the effect of the accurate error estimation to an existing ALS flow SASIMI [10]. The red curve and the blue curve show how the SASIMI methods with and without accurate error estimation, respectively, work on the benchmark circuit c7552. The error constraint is that the ER should be no more than 1%. Each point on a curve corresponds to the result after one iteration. From the blue curve, we can see that the method without accurate error estimation stops after 3 iterations. This is because at the third iteration, due to the wrong error estimation, the best candidate AT it selects actually increases the ER by 1.5%, which causes the flow to reach the error limit. In contrast, with accurate error estimation, candidate ATs with smaller induced error can be found. This leads to more iterations and better quality for the final approximate circuit, as shown by the red curve. For this example, the SASIMI method with accurate error estimation can reduce 8.3% more area than that without accurate error estimation.

From the above example, we can see that an accurate error estimation is helpful to a greedy iterative ALS flow. However, on the other hand, an accurate batch error estimation for all candidate ATs is time-consuming, because in each iteration, the approximate circuit with each possible AT applied should be simulated to obtain the accurate error. Thus, to improve both the quality and runtime of a greedy iterative ALS flow, an efficient and accurate batch error estimation method for all candidate ATs is in demand.

In this paper, we propose a batch error estimation method based on Monte Carlo simulation and local change propagation to improve the estimation accuracy with small runtime overhead. This approach can be applied to any graph-based representation of circuits, such as AND-inverter graph (AIG) [18], majority-inverter graph (MIG) [19], and gate netlist after technology mapping. The approach is also applicable to any statistical error measure, such as ER and AEM. To make it generally applicable to any input distribution, our method is based on Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. To
avoid the time-consuming MC simulation for all the ATs, we develop an efficient local change propagation method that can capture the effect of an internal approximation-induced error on all the primary outputs. We demonstrate that the time complexity of our method is much smaller than that of the full simulation method to obtain errors. We apply our proposed technique to a state-of-the-art ALS flow, SASIMI [10]. Our experiments showed that our method improved the circuit quality for both the ER and the AEM constraints compared to the original SASIMI flow.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related works. Section 3 presents the background. Section 4 introduces our error estimation method in detail. Section 5 shows the experimental results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

There exist a number of works on ALS for multi-level circuits. We briefly discuss them in this section and point out whether our proposed batch error estimation technique is suitable for them or not. The work [9] proposes a systematic method that encodes the error constraint through a circuit and utilizes external don’t cares for simplification. Nevertheless, its error constraint is maximum error magnitude, which is not a statistical error measure. Thus, our method is not applicable. The work [17] proposes a statistically certified approach with stochastic optimization under different error constraints. In each iteration, it randomly selects an AT and accepts it probabilistically. For early iterations, our proposed method may not be helpful because there is only one AT under consideration and hence, a direct error evaluation is affordable. However, we may apply our batch technique in later iterations when the accumulated error is close to the limit: in this case, due to the reduced error margin, it may be advantageous to consider multiple candidates and then choose a good one.

Several other works are greedy iterative ALS flows for statistical error measure. Thus, our method can help improve the accuracy of error estimation. In [8], Shin and Gupta proposed to inject stuck-at-faults to simplify circuits under ER and error magnitude constraint. Its AT is to set a signal to a constant 0 or 1. In [10], Venkataramani et al. presented an approach called SASIMI, which is able to handle either ER or AEM constraint. Its basic AT is to identify a pair of almost identical signals and substitute one with the other in the pair. In [11], Wu and Qian proposed a novel approach for combinational circuits under ER constraint. Its basic AT is to shrink a node in a Boolean network by deleting some literals from the node’s factored-form expression. The work [13] proposes an ALS approach for FPGA designs. Its basic AT is to remove one input of a local circuit and then reconfigure the local function.

3 BACKGROUND

3.1 Statistical Error Measure

In this work, we consider error specification as a statistical error measure. Two typical statistical error measures are error rate (ER) and average error magnitude (AEM). ER is the total probability of all the input combinations that produce wrong outputs. AEM is the mean numerical deviation of the binary number encoded by the approximate outputs. AEM is usually used for arithmetical circuits.

3.2 Greedy Iterative ALS Flow

As we pointed out in Section 2, many existing multi-level ALS methods belong to the greedy iterative flow. The basic idea of this flow is to gradually improve the circuit by applying a local AT in each iteration. An AT is a small perturbation to the netlist. Several examples of AT can be found in Section 2. In each iteration, the flow chooses the local optimal AT and applies it to the current approximate circuit. For this purpose, all possible ATs of C_{App} are first gathered. Then, the improved quality IQ and the increased error IE for each AT are evaluated, where the quality could be area, delay, or power consumption and the error could be ER or AEM. Note that both the improved quality and the increased error for an AT are calculated over the current approximate circuit. Then, the AT that maximizes a score function over IQ and IE is selected and applied. A typical score function is IQ/IE, which favors an AT that maximizes the improved quality while minimizing the increased error. The final step of each iteration is to calculate the actual error of the new approximate circuit. If the actual error is smaller than the given error threshold, then the next iteration begins; otherwise, the flow finishes and the latest approximate circuit is returned.

4 METHODOLOGY

As we mentioned in Section 1, an efficient and accurate batch error estimation method is important to ALS. If we can estimate error accurately, we can choose the local optimal approximate transformation in each iteration. We can also avoid premature termination of the ALS flow. In this section, we describe our method for an efficient and accurate batch error estimation.

4.1 Monte-Carlo Based Error Estimation

Our proposed approach is based on Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. We first argue the necessity of using MC simulation in estimating the error. For a statistical error such as ER and AEM, which is of interest in this work, there are usually two ways to obtain it: analytical methods, which are based on signal probability propagation [20] or binary decision diagram (BDD) [21], and MC simulation. The analytical methods only work when all the input bits are independent, which may not be true for a general input distribution. Thus, to make the approach more general, MC-based logic simulation should be applied. Strictly speaking, a MC simulation cannot give the exact result due to random variation. However, by the law of large numbers, if a sufficient number of samples are used, the final result will be very close to the exact value [22].

An important step in the greedy iterative ALS flow is to do batch evaluation of the increased errors for all candidate ATs in one iteration. To obtain the accurate error for each AT, the circuit C_{App, AT} obtained by applying that AT to the current approximate circuit C_{App} should be simulated and the simulation result should be compared with that of C_{App}. Thus, to get the accurate errors for all candidate ATs, the total number of MC runs is equal to the number of ATs, which significantly increases the runtime.

To improve the runtime efficiency, some previous methods just use the error observed at the output of the local circuit affected by the AT as an estimate to the final exact error [11, 13]. In this case, since we do not need to propagate the logic simulation values from the output of the local circuit affected by each AT to the primary outputs of the circuit, only one MC run is required to obtain the errors for all ATs. However, since this approximation ignores the potential logic masking effect from the output of a local circuit to the primary outputs, the error estimation could be quite inaccurate.

In this work, we propose a method to enhance the accuracy of batch error estimation by still using a single MC run. It involves two steps: 1) obtaining a change propagation matrix and 2) batch calculating the increased errors for all candidate ATs. We describe these two steps in detail in the next two subsections.

4.2 Obtaining the Change Propagation Matrix

The batch error estimation is based on a single MC run. Assume that we have M random input patterns, which are sampled from a given input distribution. For each input pattern, we apply logic simulation and obtain the logic values for all the nodes in the netlist.

Assume the netlist contains N nodes, among which there are O primary output nodes. In order to obtain the increased error for each AT, we need to determine whether an AT value change occurred at the output of the local circuit affected by the AT will be propagated to each primary output. To capture the local change propagation, we define a three-dimensional 0-1 change propagation matrix (CPM) P of size M × N × O. Each entry in the CPM is indexed as P[i, n, o],
where $1 \leq i \leq M$ indicates the $i$-th input pattern in the MC run, $n$ represents a node in the netlist, and $o$ represents an output of the netlist. If the entry $P[i, n, o] = 1$, it means a change on the node $n$ can be propagated to the output $o$ under the $i$-th input pattern; otherwise, it cannot. The CPM is obtained based on Boolean difference, defined as follows.

**Definition 4.1.** Given a function $f$, its Boolean difference (BD) with respect to a variable $x$ is denoted as $\frac{\partial f}{\partial x}$ and computed as:

$$\frac{\partial f}{\partial x} = f_x + f_{\bar{x}},$$  

where $f_x$ and $f_{\bar{x}}$ are the positive cofactor and the negative cofactor of $f$ with respect to $x$, respectively. $f_x$ and $f_{\bar{x}}$ are obtained by setting $x$ to 1 and 0 in $f$, respectively.

The BD $\frac{\partial f}{\partial x}$ is a function on all the other input variables of $f$ except $x$. By its definition, we can see that if a combination of all the other input variables of $f$ except $x$ lets the BD $\frac{\partial f}{\partial x}$ be 1, then for this combination, the value of $f$ will change when $x$ changes.

For each node $n$ in the netlist, we define $S_n$ as the set of fanouts of the node $n$. For each $1 \leq i \leq M$, each node $n$ in the netlist, and each node $n_f \in S_n$, we use the variable $D[i, n, n_f]$ to represent the value of BD $\frac{\partial x}{\partial n_f}$ under the $i$-th input pattern. To efficiently obtain the CPM, we need to obtain the value for each $D[i, n, n_f]$. It can be obtained by two steps. First, we compute the BD $\frac{\partial x}{\partial n_f}$ by Eq. (1). This gives a function $g$ on all the other inputs of $n_f$ except $n$. Then, we apply the values of the other inputs under the $i$-th input pattern to the function $g$. This gives the value $D[i, n, n_f]$.

**Example 4.2.** In Fig. 2a, suppose the function of $N_1$ is $I_1I_2$. By Eq. (1), the BD $\frac{\partial x}{\partial n_f}$ is $f_1 + f_{\bar{1}} = I_2' = 0 = I_2$. If the $i$-th input pattern, the value of $I_2'$ is 1, then $D[i, I_1, N_1] = 1$.

![Figure 2: (a) A netlist of abstract nodes; (b) The node netlist with values of Boolean differences.](image)

If $D[i, n, n_f] = 1$, then when we apply an AT to the node $n$ and the value of $n$ is changed under the $i$-th input pattern, the value of $n_f$ will also be changed.

Now, we show how we obtain the CPM. For each fixed $i$, the values of $P[i, n, o]$ for all nodes $n$ and outputs $o$ can be obtained by a reverse topological traversal over the netlist from the primary outputs to the primary inputs. We start from the output nodes. For each output node $n$, since a change on it can be observed at the node itself, we have $P[i, n, o] = 1$. For any other node $n$, the value $P[i, n, o] = 1$ can be recursively calculated. Indeed, a change on $n$ can be observed at the output $o$ when there exists a fanout of $n$, $n_f$, such that a change on $n$ causes a change on $n_f$ and the change on $n_f$ can be observed at the output $o$. Note that if a change on $n$ causes a change on $n_f$, we must have $D[i, n, n_f] = 1$. If a change on $n_f$ can be observed at the output $o$, we must have $P[i, n_f, o] = 1$. Thus, we can conclude the following recursive formula for calculating $P[i, n, o]$:

$$P[i, n, o] = \bigvee_{n_f \in S_n} (P[i, n_f, o] \land D[i, n, n_f]),$$  

where $S_n$ is the set of fanouts of node $n$.

**Example 4.3.** Consider the netlist in Fig. 2b and the $i$-th simulation slice. For each node $n$ in the netlist and each fanout $n_f$ of node $n$, the value of $D[i, n, n_f]$ is shown near the directed edge $e(n, n_f)$. For example, the value of $D[i, N_1, O_1]$ is 1.

Since $O_1$ and $O_2$ are the outputs, we have $P[i, O_1, O_1] = P[i, O_2, O_2] = 1$. By applying Eq. (2) consecutively, we can obtain

$$P[i, O_1, O_1] = P[i, O_1, O_1] \land D[i, N_1, O_1] = 1,$n
$$P[i, O_2, O_2] = P[i, O_1, O_1] \land D[i, N_1, O_1] = 1,$n
$$P[i, I_1, O_1] = (P[i, N_1, O_1] \land D[i, I_1, N_1]) \lor (P[i, N_2, O_1] \land D[i, I_1, N_1]) = 0.$n

Thus, a change on $I_1$ cannot be propagated to the output $O_1$ under this input pattern.

### 4.3 Batch Error Calculation

After we obtain the CPM, we can use it to do batch error calculation. We first discuss how we handle error specification as ER. The batch ER calculation is simply calculating the increased ER of each AT individually, but using the same CPM. The flow for obtaining the ER for an AT is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm takes the previous approximate circuit $C$, the CPM $P$, and an approximate transformation under consideration as inputs. It first identifies the output $n_o$ of the local circuit in $C$ affected by the AT (see Line 4). Then, we go through all the $M$ simulation slices and accumulate the increased ER. For each simulation slice $i$, we need to judge whether the value of $n_o$ changes after applying this AT (see Line 6). This can be achieved by considering the inputs to the local circuit and obtain the output of the local circuit after applying AT. If the value of $n_o$ does not change, then for the current simulation slice, all primary output values do not change after applying the AT. Consequently, the increased ER is 0. Otherwise, the change at the local output $n_o$ may be propagated to some primary outputs and this may induce a non-zero increased ER. Next, we will discuss how we obtain the increased ER if the output $n_o$ of the local circuit changes after applying the AT for an input pattern.

**Algorithm 1:** Algorithm for estimating the increased ER for an approximate transformation.

1. **Input:** Netlist $C$ of the previous approximate circuit, change propagation matrix $P$, and an approximate transformation $AT$;
2. **Output:** Increased error rate $ER$;
3. Increased error rate $ER \leftarrow 0$, $M \leftarrow$ number of input patterns;
4. Identify the output $n_o$ of the local circuit affected by $AT$;
5. for $i$ from 1 to $M$ do
6. if the values at $n_o$ before and after applying $AT$ are different then
7. if there exist some wrong outputs in the previous approximate $C$ then
8. if for each wrong output $o_w$, $P[i, n_o, o_w] = 1$ and for each right output $o_r$, $P[i, n_o, o_r] = 0$ then
9. $ER \leftarrow ER + 1/M$;
10. else if there exists an output $o$ such that $P[i, n_o, o] = 1$ then
11. $ER \leftarrow ER + 1/M$;
12. return $ER$;

One thing to note is that the increased ER is measured against the approximate circuit obtained in the previous round, i.e., the input netlist $C$. In order to obtain the increased ER more accurately, in our approach, we use the same set of random input patterns for all the iterations in the ALS flow. Thus, the same $i$-th input pattern is applied to the approximate circuits before and after applying the AT. Given this, by comparing the outputs of the two circuits, we are able to estimate the increased ER.

Comparing the approximate circuits before and after applying the AT, there are two situations in which the ER change is non-zero:
Before applying the AT, the approximate circuit has some wrong outputs and after applying the AT, the new circuit has all the outputs correct. In this case, the ER decreases. Since the increased error obtained by our method is over the error and performs the substitution.

Finally, we want to point out that sometimes, our method may still be incorrect. One reason for this is the existence of reconvergent paths. For example, in Fig. 2a, I₁ can reach O₁ through either the path I₁ → N₁ → O₁ or the path I₁ → N₂ → O₁. Assume that for an AT and the i-th input pattern, the value of I₁ changes and it causes further changes to N₁ and N₂. Note that the value δ[I₁, N₁, O₁] is a function on N₂. In our approach, we still use the original value of N₂ to compute δ[I₁, N₁, O₁]. However since the value of N₂ changes, such a computation is wrong and consequently, the value of P[I₁, O₁], which indirectly depends on δ[I₁, N₁, O₁] as shown in Example 4.3, may also be wrong. This influences the accuracy of our error estimation method. Solving such a problem is one of our future tasks. Despite this problem, we still empirically observe that in most cases, our approach gives a highly accurate result.

### 4.4 Time Complexity Analysis

In this section, we analyze the time complexity of our proposed algorithm for batch error estimation of all candidate ATs in an iteration of the ALS flow. We consider the time complexity for estimating the ER; that for estimating AEM is the same. Assume the number of candidate ATs is T and the number of input patterns for simulation is M. Assume the circuit contains N nodes, E edges, and O outputs. Our proposed method involves two major steps: 1) obtaining the CPM and 2) calculating the ERs for all the candidate ATs. The time complexity of obtaining the CPM is Θ(M(N + E + T)), where M is due to the loop over all M input patterns, O is due to the loop over all O outputs, and the term (N + E) is due to the reverse propagation of the P[I, n, o] values. To calculate the ERs for all the candidate ATs, we need to apply Algorithm 1 T times. Since the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is Θ(MO), the total time complexity to obtain the ERs for all the candidate ATs is Θ(MOT). Thus, the time complexity of our method is Θ(MO(N + E + T)). For a general circuit, which can be modelled as a sparse graph, its number of edges, E, is on the same order of its number of nodes, N. For a typical ALS method, the number of candidate ATs is at least of the same order of N. Thus, N + E + T = Θ(T) and the time complexity of our method is Θ(MOT).

For comparison purpose, consider the method to run the MC simulation for each candidate AT to obtain its accurate increased ER. In order to get the ER for one AT, the simulation runtime is Θ(M(N + E)), where M is due to the M simulation slices and (N + E) is due to the forward propagation of the input values to the outputs. Given that there are T ATs in total, the time complexity of the full simulation method is Θ(M(N + E)T) = Θ(MNT). Since the number of outputs of a circuit is typically much smaller than its number of nodes, our proposed method is much more efficient than the full simulation method.

### 5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present results of various experiments to demonstrate the effect of our proposed batch error estimation method.

#### 5.1 Experiment Setup

To demonstrate the effect of our proposed batch error estimation method, we applied it to an existing ALS method, SASIMI [10]. It identifies pairs of nodes with similar logic function in the circuit and substitutes one node by the other in a pair to reduce the circuit area. It is a greedy iterative ALS flow. In each iteration, it evaluates the error and area reduction for all possible candidate pairs. It then chooses the pair with the highest score calculated as the ratio of area reduction over the error and performs the substitution.

We reimplemented SASIMI approach in our experiment using C++. We used the logic synthesis tool SIS [23] for technology mapping. Since SIS does not consider logic effort of gate during the mapping, the gates are not down-sized when timing requirement is relaxed. Thus, we did not consider the impact of logic downsizing as the original SASIMI. However, we guarantee that the substitution does not increase the circuit delay. We call this SASIMI flow with our proposed batch error estimation technique as the modified SASIMI.

All experiments were carried out on a PC with a quad core 3.2GHz CPU (Intel 6500) and 32GB RAM. The number of random input patterns used in the MC simulation was 10000 for the experiment in Section 5.2 and 100000 for the others. We assumed that the primary inputs are uniformly distributed. The information of the benchmark circuits used in our experiment can be found in the first three columns of Table 3.
Table 1: Simulated error rate (SER) by MC simulation versus accurate error rate (AER) by MC simulation versus accurate average error magnitude (SAEM).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>SER(%)</th>
<th>AER(%)</th>
<th>SER(%)</th>
<th>AER(%)</th>
<th>SAEM</th>
<th>AAEM</th>
<th>SAEM</th>
<th>AAEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alu4</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>1.751</td>
<td>1.750</td>
<td>1.863</td>
<td>1.875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTM8</td>
<td>0.580</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>3.794</td>
<td>3.793</td>
<td>3.795</td>
<td>3.797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUL8</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.570</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>7.390</td>
<td>7.437</td>
<td>7.780</td>
<td>8.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA32</td>
<td>1.120</td>
<td>1.068</td>
<td>1.090</td>
<td>1.010</td>
<td>13.729</td>
<td>13.758</td>
<td>15.589</td>
<td>15.621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c880</td>
<td>3.190</td>
<td>3.060</td>
<td>4.310</td>
<td>4.368</td>
<td>39.947</td>
<td>41.522</td>
<td>63.095</td>
<td>61.955</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: The estimated ER (EER) by our method versus the simulated ER (SER) by MC simulation on three benchmarks.

5.2 Accuracy of Monte Carlo Simulation
We validate the accuracy of using Monte Carlo simulation in this experiment. Table 1 compares the simulated error obtained by MC simulation with the accurate error obtained by enumeration for some approximate circuits. We consider both ER and AER. From the table, we can see that although the simulated error by MC simulation and the accurate error are not equal, the difference between them is usually small. Such a small deviation cannot influence the functionality of the approximate circuits seriously due to the error resilience of the target applications.

5.3 Error Estimation Accuracy of Our Method
To demonstrate the accuracy of our batch error estimation method, we compared the estimated ER (EER) by our method and the simulated ER (SER) by the MC simulation for the synthesized approximate circuits for three benchmarks c880, c2670, and a 32-bit adder, RCA32. The results are shown in Fig. 3. EER is the accumulation of the estimated increased ER of the chosen substitution in each iteration. The horizontal axis of the figure gives the iteration number. As shown in Fig. 3, the EER by our method is close to the SER. We can also see that both the EER and the SER of c2670 decrease in the 11-th iteration. This demonstrates that our error estimation method can effectively identify ATs that can reduce the amount of total error. However, EER and SER are not always equal, due to the reconvergent path problem we mentioned in Section 4.3.

5.5 Circuit Quality under Error Rate Constraint
We approximated several ISCAS85 benchmarks and arithmetic benchmarks under ER constraint using the modified SASIMI and measured the area ratios of the approximate circuits over the original circuits. Fig. 4 shows how the area ratio changes with the ER threshold. We can see that the modified SASIMI can reduce 15%–35% area for most benchmarks under 5% ER threshold. We also compared it with the original SASIMI [10] and Wu’s method [11] under ER constraint. The results are shown in the last three columns of Table 3. These columns list the average area ratio over seven ER thresholds (0.1%, 0.3%, 0.5%, 0.8%, 1%, 3%, 5%) for each benchmark. Experiment results of SASIMI and Wu’s method were taken from the paper [11]. For all the benchmarks, as indicated in bold in the last column, the modified SASIMI gives better quality than both SASIMI and Wu’s method. Especially, for the benchmarks alu4, the modified SASIMI can reduce 12% more area than the other two methods. Considering all the benchmarks, the modified SASIMI on average can reduce 4.4% and 3.2% more area than the SASIMI and Wu’s method, respectively. In [11], Wu’s method was demonstrated to be better than SASIMI. However, with our error estimation method, SASIMI now is better than Wu’s. This demonstrates that our error estimation method can truly improve the quality of multi-level ALS flows. The fourth column of Table 3 is the average ratio of the runtime for constructing the CPM over the entire runtime in each iteration. Constructing CPM only occupies 3.5% of total runtime on average. Thus, its runtime overhead is small.

5.6 Circuit Quality under Average Error Magnitude Constraint
We approximated 5 arithmetic benchmarks under the AEM constraint with the modified SASIMI and measured the area ratios of the approximate circuits over the original circuits. Fig. 5 shows the results. The horizontal axis of the figure is the AEM rate, calculated as AEM divided by the maximum binary number encoded by the

Table 2: Simulation error rate (SER) by MC simulation versus accurate error rate (AER) by MC simulation on three benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>Full simulation</th>
<th>Batch estimation</th>
<th>Speed-up ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c880</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>14356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1908</td>
<td>1013</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>185863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA32</td>
<td>691</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>3561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alu4</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>14356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTM8</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>14356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUL8</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>14356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA32</td>
<td>691</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>3561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alu4</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>14356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTM8</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>14356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUL8</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>14356</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Area ratios of the approximate circuits over the original circuits for different ER thresholds using the modified SASIMI.
6 CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed an accurate and efficient batch error estimation method for greedy iterative ALS flows under any statistical error constraint. The key idea is to combine Monte Carlo simulation and local change propagation to estimate the influence of a batch of approximate transformations on all the primary outputs. With our method, ALS approach is more likely to identify local optimal approximate transformations and hence, produce approximate circuits with better quality. We demonstrated theoretically that our method is much more efficient than the full simulation method to obtain errors. We applied our method to an existing ALS method, SASIMI [10]. Experimental results demonstrated that our technique makes the original SASIMI more effective in synthesizing approximate circuits. In our future work, we will extend our method to solve the accuracy loss problem caused by the reconfigurable paths. We will also apply the method to other ALS flows, such as the one proposed in [17]. Finally, we will apply the enhanced ALS flows to some real applications.
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